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In Person 
Events

1. Urban Explorer
2. The Ultimate
3. Spy School In the Field
4. Cocktail Mixology
5. The Bigger Picture
6. The Original Chocolate Making
7. Apprentice Chocolate Challenge
8. Cocktail & Chocolate Making
9. Luxury Chocolate Making
10. Edible Painting
11. Barista Experience
12. Kinetic Energy
13. Lego Animation
14. Mega Quiz
15. Rollercoaster
16. The Box
17. U Bet!
18. Zero Hour
19. Escape the Office
20. Green House
21. Crystal Mazed
22. Dragster Race
23. Wiped Out
24. Out of Office Olympics
25. Quest for the Best
26. School Sports Day
27. Scrapheap Challenge
28. Race to Success
29. The Hungry Games
30. 100 Challenges
31. CSI Experience

Activities in Red available as virtual or hybrid events also



Urban 
Explorer
(outdoor 
event) Great For:

• Explore Any Location

• Get Teams Active

• Social Distancing

• Outdoor Challenge

Lasts up to 2 hrs

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + VAT facilitation 
fee per 50 guests

Compasses at the ready, it’s time to discover the 
beating heart of your favourite town or city with our 
Urban Explorer challenge (Christopher Columbus 
would be so proud!)

Using your smartphones and our interactive app, you’ll 
explore your chosen metropolis whilst being guided to 
unlock GPS hotspots containing a variety of tasks to 
test your problem-solving skills and general knowledge.

As well as channelling your inner explorers, you’ll have 
to get creative with photo and video challenges along 
the way. Team strategy is key here as you compete via 
the live scoreboard and ‘photo wall’ within our app, 
allowing everyone to inspire and entertain each other 
as they go!



The 
Ultimate 
(outdoor 
event)

Great For:

• Explore Any Location

• Get Teams Active

• Social Distancing

• Outdoor Challenge

Lasts up to 2 hrs

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + VAT facilitation 
fee per 50 guests

Can’t decide on one particular theme? The Ultimate 
Challenge provides the perfect solution.

The Ultimate includes a combination of our favourite 
tasks and challenges from our most popular team 
activities. Teams are encouraged to harness their 
creativity and communication to complete photo and 
video challenges together with a series of trivia and 
questions. 

Teams will need to stay alert, as there is no way of 
telling what could come up next! This team challenge is 
guaranteed to get people working together, and having 
a blast whilst they’re doing it.



Spy School 
In the Field 
(outdoor 
event) Great For:

• Promotes Healthy Competition

• Improves Attention to Detail

• Social Distancing

• Critical Thinking

Lasts up to 2 hrs

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + VAT facilitation 
fee per 50 guests

You’re on location to track down the suspects in a high-
profile case but you’re missing key pieces of 
intelligence. Your mission? Deploy your spy personas, 
take to the streets and work together to uncover the 
culprit...

Using your smartphones, your team will navigate to 
hotspots plotted around your chosen location where a 
range of cryptic tasks will be waiting. As you comb the 
streets, you’ll gather key information about your 
suspect and earn points for great spy work! An eye for 
detail, a magnificent memory and a competitive streak 
is what’s required of you and your fellow spies for this 
fun, outdoor team activity. 

Who will be the first to spot the dastardly culprit and 
complete the mission?



Cocktail 
Mixology 
(indoor 
event)

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  from £1,200 + VAT for up to 20 
guests. Individual prices on application
Travel Charges Apply:  eg:  London £175 + VAT

We serve up an ideal activity for any team building or corporate hospitality 
event involving fun, flair and cocktails. Delegates will be served mouth 
watering cocktails and before they get to have a go for themselves! They 
will be taught the introductory techniques of a professional mixologist and 
then they will be taught and judged by our professional team in this 
entertaining and enlightening team building experience.
Guests arrive and are put into teams and have a chance to enjoy a freshly 
made cocktail.  It’s then onto the Cocktail Speed Round -
Now is the time to watch carefully and take notes! Our team will 
demonstrate a cocktail and then one member from each of the teams will 
come forward and race against the other teams to recreate the cocktail 
shown. We will then mark their efforts and award points to each team. We 
can do several rounds of this, depending on the length of time you require 
the programme to last. After each round the teams get to enjoy the drinks 
they have made.
Next it’s onto the Flair Round - Two members from each team are now 
brought up and are asked to perform a couple of flair manoeuvres. They 
will be judged on their abilities and awarded points.  Finally it’s the 
Creativity Round - Each of the teams now have to choose two mystery 
ingredients from an unknown selection. They are then asked to create a 
“team cocktail” using the two mystery ingredients and the selection of 
spirits and liqueurs on show. They will be drawing on the techniques 
shown to them from the Cocktail Speed Round.  Once the teams have 
decided on their creation, they will be asked to “sell” the cocktail to the 
rest of the party. Marks will be given on taste, use of ingredients, 
procedure and the presentation of their cocktail.
And finally the Prize Giving - A prize is awarded to the best team based on 
the marks given for each section and then they are served one more round 
of drinks so they can mingle and chat to the bartenders.



The Bigger 
Picture
(indoor event)

Designed to sit comfortably within your conference 
environment, The Bigger Picture provides an excellent 
teamwork and communication forum for your entire group. 
Drawing on the delegates’ conceptual and spatial talents, 
small groups work collaboratively to recreate a picture from 
limited information and resources.
Collectively each small group/team will work together to 
recreate a work of art - or bespoke design to your 
specification. Each team is given a miniaturised section of 
the artwork comprised of a number of individual tiles. 
Using only the equipment provided and within a fixed 
timeframe they will scale up and produce their contribution 
to the finished full-size artwork. The groups will recreate 
the masterpiece in non-toxic, washable acrylic paint with 
suitable protective clothing provided.  
At the finale, all guests gather together to assemble the 
sections of individual tiles within a framework to complete 
the picture – quite often with hilarious results! This high-
quality event emphasises the need for clear and accurate 
communication, encouraging people to work together 
knowing their individual talents have played an important 
part in creating ‘The Bigger Picture’. 

DURATION 60 – 120 MINS (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS Sufficient space for a table plus 
chairs  per team 
GUEST NOS. 10 – 500 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Original 
Chocolate 
Making
(indoor event)

Our Original Chocolate Making workshop is our most 
popular team building experience – an uplifting and fun 
corporate treat in which guests will mix fresh cream 
truffles, cut, dip and decorate gooey chocolate fudge, 
discover the bean to bar journey alongside taste
testing chocolate and learn how to marble their own 
chocolate slab.

HIGHLIGHTS

Guests will work in pairs to mix, pipe, dip and decorate
fresh cream truffles.
Everyone will print cocoa patterns onto gooey chocolate 
fudge using chocolate transfer sheets.

RECOMMENDED FOR

A team boost or delicious reward.
A fun and relaxing workshop for both new and well 
established teams!

DURATION 2.5hrs 
LOCATION: London N1 (other options on request)
GUEST NOS. Minimum 15 Guests
COST:  £56 + VAT per person



Apprentice 
Chocolate 
Challenge
(indoor event)

The Apprentice Chocolate Challenge is our most 
competitive and hilarious team building activity. Teams will 
be given a brief for a chocolate product then it’s a race 
against the clock to define their roles, identify their market 
niche then create their delicious chocolate product, 
packaging and sales pitch. Chocolate prizes will be 
awarded!

HIGHLIGHTS

To create their product, teams will use slabs of chocolate 
fudge, bowls of melted chocolate and decorations such as 
white chocolate flakes and strawberry curls.

RECOMMENDED FOR

• Teams that love to combine a bit of competition with
delicious chocolate!

• Creative types who want to challenge their business
savviness.

DURATION 2.5hrs 
LOCATION: London N1 (other options on request)
GUEST NOS. Minimum 15 Guests
COST:  £65 + VAT per person



Cocktail & 
Chocolate 
Making
(indoor event)

A corporate away day to remember, the Chocolate and 
Cocktail Making is our most mouthwateringly sophisticated 
team building activity. In this unique activity, guests will mix 
a chocolate martini (so decadent even the glass is drizzled 
in chocolate!), muddle a fresh and fruity mojito, mix
fresh cream truffles and cut, dip and decorate gooey 
chocolate fudge.

HIGHLIGHTS

Guests will shake and muddle two decadent cocktails.
Teams will mix rich ganache, pipe truffles to dip into bowls 
of melted chocolate and decorate.

RECOMMENDED FOR

A unique corporate activity for an utterly relaxing and
fun experience.
The ideal event to entertain clients with a little twist of
indulgent fun.

DURATION 2.5hrs 
LOCATION: London N1 (other options on request)
GUEST NOS. Minimum 15 Guests
COST:  £77 + VAT per person



Luxury 
Chocolate 
Making
(indoor event)

This is the crème de la crème of chocolate workshops for 
guests who really want an indulgent experience with all the 
bells and whistles.
Guests will shake up chocolate martinis, enjoy a tipple of 
prosecco, mix fresh cream truffles, cut, dip and decorate 
gooey chocolate fudge, sample chocolate and create a 
exotic flavour infused chocolate slab.

HIGHLIGHTS

Guests will shake up a delicious chocolate martini
– even the glass is drizzled with chocolate!
Everyone will work in pairs to mix, pipe, dip and
decorate delicious truffles.

RECOMMENDED FOR

The ultimate team treat for those who really deserve a
bit of chocolate decadence.
A spectacular indulgence, the perfect event for luxury
client entertainment.

DURATION 2.5hrs 
LOCATION: London N1 (other options on request)
GUEST NOS. Minimum 15 Guests
COST:  £82 + VAT per person



Edible 
Painting 
(indoor 
event)

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £45 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee
NB: Minimum Numbers 15. 

We begin by teaching you how to make edible paints 
before taking you on a journey of artistic discovery playing 
with mystery flavoured paints, colour fusions, abstract 
candy marks and more, using these new-found skills to 
complete quick-fire challenges, sumptuous self-portraits 
with a twist and a rather lovely pièce de résistance so 
good you’ll want to frame it. Or just eat it.

We munch, blend, paint and lick our way through canvas 
after canvas during this unique 60 minute session. It’s 
created simply with one thing in mind: to release your 
inner Picasso. Whether you’re a closet impressionist or if 
paint-by-numbers is more your thing, this session is for 
anyone who can hold a paintbrush!

And the best part? You can eat it all - canvases, tools and 
the paints!

Your pack will include multiple edible canvases, five 
coloured and flavoured paints, a wobble pen, an artist’s 
palette and other tasty tools of the trade…

We can come to your office or a venue of your choice



Barista 
Experience
(indoor event)

Wake up and smell the coffee! In fact why not grind, blend, pour 
and taste it while you’re at it? This is your chance to try your hand 
at creating your very own espresso blend and learning the intricate 
art of the Barista.
After an informative presentation highlighting the finer points of 
producing the perfect shot of espresso and a brief history of the 
drink, it’s your turn to get hands on and put into practice what 
you’ve learnt.
Provided with all the knowledge and equipment necessary to 
develop a wonderful array of coffee-based beverages, you will each 
have the chance to perfect your skills at your own coffee station, 
before stepping up to the top of the range barista bar and serving a 
selection of drinks to order.

Can you steam milk to perfection to create the ultimate 
cappuccino? Produce a micro foam smooth enough to attempt 
Latte art? Or create the perfect layers required for the complex 
Latte Macchiato?

The Barista Experience is a fantastic opportunity to try something 
unusual in a relaxed and fun environment, giving your guests a 
rewarding and creative experience with a difference.
You never know… it may even turn the tea drinkers into coffee 
devotees!

DURATION 120-150 mins
REQUIREMENTS Sufficient space for a table & 
Chairs per team 
GUEST NOS. up to 65
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Kinetic Energy
(indoor event)

A steady hand and creative thinking is crucial in this fast-
paced collaborative activity! Created to demonstrate the 
benefits of communication and cooperation between 
individuals and teams, Kinetic Energy emphasises the 
benefits of collective input and the power of teamwork.

Divided into teams, each must compete to create an 
elaborate domino design – you may remember playing with 
dominoes from your childhood, but never in this manner!  
Communication is a fundamental part of this event as all 
teams must work in collaboration. The event literally builds 
to a grand finale where all individual elements are brought 
together and must fit seamlessly to succeed, with the 
teams uniting to achieve their common goal.  

The message behind the event is to underline the 
importance of everyone’s contribution to a group or team 
effort, as it only takes one bad or reckless move to cause 
the whole to fail with devastating consequences! 

DURATION 60-150 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS An empty room with solid & level 
floor
GUEST NOS. 8 – 400 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Lego 
Animation
(indoor event)

Not only is Lego the biggest selling toy of all time, it now features 
in a series of animated movies – and this is your chance to produce 
a Lego movie of your own as you learn the art of Stop Motion 
Animation!  
Lego Animation is an unusual and highly creative session, 
stretching participants to communicate ideas in new ways whilst 
experiencing the benefit of a strong teamwork, planning and 
production exercise.  
Following an introduction to Stop Motion Animation techniques, 
teams will be equipped with a large supply of Lego, craft supplies 
and corner studios before being tasked with creating, filming and 
editing a Lego movie of their own.  
Once creative and technical roles have been filled and concepts 
completed, teams will begin building sets and creating scenes. 
Whilst each member of the team must take control of their own 
area it is crucial that the team works in synergy to ensure the 
whole production fits together effectively.   
The event concludes with a big screen preview of each team’s 
production and judging from your event manager. Medals will be 
awarded to the winning team based on all round creativity from 
concept to delivery encompassing storyboard, set design and video 
motion in the end product! 

DURATION 120-180 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Tables & chairs per team
GUEST NOS. 4-300 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Mega Quiz
(indoor event)

Bringing teams together for an interactive evening of fun, 
our Mega Quiz is truly an event to remember! 
Incorporating music, observation, video clips, good old-
fashioned pen & paper rounds and also wireless hand 
buzzers for each team, all rounds appear on a giant custom-
made screen in a contest designed to tax both your 
memory banks and your wit.  

The Quiz has been specifically designed to be as cheat and 
Google-proof as possible… points will be deducted for any 
teams attempting to cheat their way to glory!! 
After an introduction from your Quiz Master and Scorer, 
there shall typically be six varied rounds designed to both 
test and ensure that teams work together to hit the high 
scores and claim the Mega Quiz Championship title – with 
the event taking on a fast pace to ensure maximum 
interaction and competition between the teams. 
Team scores will be swiftly collated by our hosts and 
revealed by your Quiz Master at the end of the evening, 
with a Winners Medal awarded to each member of the 
winning team to celebrate their success! 

DURATION 60-90 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Tables & chairs per team plus space
For AV & Screen
GUEST NOS. 10-360 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Rollercoaster
(indoor event)

Rollercoaster is a fun task designed to challenge your guests in a 
constructive, creative and interactive session. Logic, planning and, 
most of all, team work are key as teams design and build a roller 
coaster that will allow a coloured ball to travel the length of the 
track unassisted. Divided into teams, each group will work on their 
own section of the track but as the event progresses they will see 
that they need to work together to complete the challenge.
“The event went really well!” BMC Software
The first task is to work out how to use the limited materials 
provided to start working on designing the track. Each group’s 
materials must be moulded in the same way, so they match up, but 
will they realise this in time? Next it is time to build the track but 
teams must communicate effectively with each other to ensure 
their section matches up with the one connecting, if one team’s 
section ends on a sharp incline the next team must build a decline.
In the grand finale the track is tested to see if the group has 
successfully completed the challenge. Supporting their section of 
the track teams must try not to move, as they wait with bated 
breath, to see if the ball will successfully travel from one end of the 
roller coaster to the other.
Designed to encourage guests to communicate and interact in a fun 
environment, Rollercoaster works well as an icebreaker or 
conference breakout session. Guests will feel fully invigorated, 
making this a memorable addition to any conference.

DURATION 45-120 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Ideally room should be clear &
Roughly large enough to seat guests theatre style
GUEST NOS. 2-300 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



The Box
(indoor event)

A large box containing a digital keypad and an ominous 
looking biohazard canister has been deposited in your 
conference room... it must be unlocked and removed for 
forensic testing. 
On the main screen a digital clock remains frozen at 60:00 
minutes…but once the teams are briefed by your Event 
Manager, the clock springs into life and the countdown 
begins. Inspired by live escape room games, this is a fast 
and furious challenge as each team goes all out to 
successfully decode the master cryptic message to gain the 
means to open the box.  
Cracking puzzles to unlock their individual team boxes, 
interpreting cryptic puzzles, spotting clues in the 
environment and mastering dexterity challenges are all 
important in this race against time. Your teams face the 
ultimate test of logic, creative thinking, problem solving 
and hands on puzzles. One thing is very clear - once the 
counter reaches zero the box can never be opened so don’t 
forget to keep your eye on the clock!! 

DURATION 45-120 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Ideally room should be clear &
Roughly large enough to seat guests theatre style
GUEST NOS. 2-300 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



U Bet!
(indoor event)

Styled after the concept of brilliantly crazy gameshows like 
Banzai and YouBet, this event combines three kinds of team 
betting in a unique and hilarious competition.
In an event unlike any other, our Host and his team will take 
you on a betting trip to beat all others! This exciting event 
combines multiple choice quiz rounds, extreme races 
involving snails & caravans and wacky physical dexterity 
challenges. Teams bet on themselves and one another in 
each round with the aim of having the largest price pot at 
the end.

Those lucky teams with the most money could have the 
opportunity to increase their winnings by taking a final 
chance in our Cash Grabber. But be careful as there may be 
some rogue notes that can also deduct money - all could be 
won or lost in this frenetic finale!

‘UBet!’ helps bring your guests together by encouraging 
group activity and communication in an unusual 
competition to remember.

DURATION 60-90 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Enough space for table & chairs 
Per team
GUEST NOS. 10-300 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Zero Hour
(indoor event)

Zero Hour is a fast moving, high energy competition where 
teams must race against the ticking clock to obtain the 
highest winning score before the counter reaches zero! 
This is a fast and furious challenge as each team goes all 
out to successfully complete as many challenges as possible 
within the set timeframe. Organised into teams of up to 10 
each team has a portfolio of the 45 challenges available to 
choose from and the points available if completed 
successfully. The activities range from simple table top 
puzzles and quizzes to complex physical challenges and 
games but each challenge scores differently, so teams must 
choose wisely and allocate their resources skilfully to score 
as many points as possible to win. Teams must have their 
success verified by an Event Instructor and points logged 
before rushing off to tackle their next chosen task.  
This is a competition without limits – any combination of 
challenges could bag the highest score and secure victory! 
With 45 different activities all happening simultaneously, 
the energy and atmosphere will be through the roof...so 
keep one eye on the clock and the other on your 
competition! 

DURATION 60-180 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Enough space for table & chairs 
Per team
GUEST NOS. 10-400 
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Escape the 
Office
(indoor event)

Escape the Office is our new, unique, interactive take on the 
current Escape Room craze, with each team taking on an 
identical challenge and battling to be the first to pool 
together and decipher enough information to discover the 
hidden key and break out from the office! 
A hugely immersive activity with plenty of opportunity to 
keep guests fully absorbed as they race towards escape, 
each team is provided with a selection of typical desk items 
and a locked filing cabinet filled with a selection of 
seemingly random items. By studying the assorted items, 
figuring out cryptic clues and puzzles they begin to edge 
closer to finding the ‘Office Key’ and escaping. However, we 
haven’t made it simple! 
There are several layers of problem solving, discussion and 
debate, with a few red herrings thrown in for good 
measure. By discovering the solution to each puzzle, you 
will unlock another and move one step closer to the key.   
As you work your way through the tasks and challenges, the 
clock ticks on and the pressure builds, but don’t 
panic…each team can cash in a ‘life’ for a clue if totally 
stuck.

DURATION 60 mins 
REQUIREMENTS:  Enough space for table & chairs 
Per team
GUEST NOS. up to 150
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Green House
(indoor event)

With environmental concerns now very much a feature of 
everyday life, how well do we all really and truly 
understand the steps that could be made in our own homes 
to help rather than hinder, the ever-growing effects of 
climate change?
Green House is a team building event that will test your 
awareness of the actual processes through which the 
everyday family home can be made completely both 
energy-efficient and self-sufficient – not through learning, 
but through doing in building your very own replica house!
Once built, teams must then conduct a series of 
experiments to find the most efficient way of generating 
and then storing energy using processes such as hydro and 
solar, that are ultimately capable of running their home 
through a cold dark evening.
However they have to not just power the lights, but also 
produce food and learn the techniques to filtrate dirty 
water into clean…
Combining fun and a competitive element along with a 
learning outcome, Green House is an event that we’re sure 
would meet with Greta’s approval!

DURATION 2.5hrs
REQUIREMENTS:  Enough space for a table
Per team
GUEST NOS. up to 250
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Crystal Mazed
(outdoor event)

Inspired by the iconic show, Crystal Mazed is a challenging 
event requiring mental skill, physical ability and dexterity as 
teams compete to earn as many crystals as possible to 
trade for time in the frantic finale in our Crystal Dome! 
Using the information and equipment provided teams are 
required to complete a series of activities in four themed 
zones namely Aztec, Medieval, Industrial and Futuristic. A 
series of themed challenges are available in each zone, 
designed to test your teams’ ability to nominate the best 
individual to triumph at the task at hand.  
Rotating around each activity zone in turn, teams must use 
their skills wisely and pull to their strengths in order to rack 
up the Crystal rocks in their bid for success. With intriguing 
titles ranging from Chemical Imbalance to Xocolatl Pot each 
of the unique themed challenges have a Mental, Physical or 
Skill slant, meaning that Crystal Mazed has something 
challenging for everyone.  
Success in each of the tasks facing your teams will result in 
the famous finale – where each member of the leading 
teams shall enter the Crystal Dome, facing the final 
challenge to collect as many gold tickets as possible and 
defeat the maze! 

DURATION 120-150 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Open field or small pockets of 
land
GUEST NOS. up to 320
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Dragster Race
(outdoor event)

Take a step into the unknown and unusual, by designing, 
building and finally testing your very own Dragster Car in this 
highly unique and engaging team-based event!  
Each team is given exactly the same equipment to build their 
own model-sized racing Dragster – yet only one team shall 
emerge victorious in the final drag race…meaning that testing, 
design and collaboration as a team ultimately determine the 
outcome. 
Using modelling foam to build the chassis of the car, teams 
have to balance the many variables including aerodynamics, 
weight and of course style – to create the fastest model 
Dragster known to man! 
The Dragsters also require a sturdy base, as once built there 
shall be the opportunity for test runs before several timed 
races – taking place on our specially designed track complete 
with barriers and cables attached to cars, to avoid spectacular 
crashes and ensure the safety of those attending. 
The team recording the highest average speed across the races 
shall be declared the winning team, with additional prizes 
available for those teams who favour outright speed over 
reliability… and those for whose designs are more tortoise than 
hare! 

DURATION 90-120 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Open space (tennis court size)
GUEST NOS. up to 210
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Wiped Out
(outdoor event)

Inspired by the highly entertaining Wipeout show games, 
this event challenges your teams to take on inflatables like 
no other! Energetic and great fun to watch, the giant 
inflatable obstacles will test your teams’ ability to climb, 
scramble, dodge, jump, fall and laugh whilst trying to earn 
maximum points against the opposing teams. Participation, 
interaction and fun are very much the order of this team 
building day. 

Following a gentle warm up, teams head out to their first 
challenges. Up to 4 teams compete on each challenge before 
rotating to the next game, striving to earn as many points as 
possible on each activity.  

Each of the 4 games has a different skill set needed in order to 
triumph, so player selection is an important part of team 
strategy. Of course, simply sending all team members through 
continuously is another way to approach it – but whichever 
plan your teams follow the end result is sure to be memorable 
for all involved! Wiped Out is a great way to build team spirit, 
have lots of fun and enjoy a brilliant event together. 

DURATION 120 mins 
REQUIREMENTS:  Flat Grassy Open space 
GUEST NOS. up to 210
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Out of Office 
Olympics
(outdoor event)

Out of Office Olympics is a highly visual and entertaining 
session of team building activities with the emphasis very 
much on participation, interaction and laughter. Having 
been divided into teams, the event commences with 
everyone participating in a lively aerobic warm up session, 
delivered by our Comperè and demonstrated by our own in 
house dance team! 

After bodies have been warmed and muscles gently 
stretched, teams will move to their first game. These have 
been carefully and imaginatively designed to enable full 
participation by everyone regardless of sporting and fitness 
levels. Each team competes head to head against another 
team on each activity, trying to maximize their score before 
moving onto the next game. An exciting blend of inflatable 
games and bonus fun rounds, Out of Office Olympics will 
energise and motivate guests to work together in a fun and 
entertaining environment. This is truly a day to remember. 

DURATION 120-150 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Large Open space/field
GUEST NOS. 10-480
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Quest for the 
Best
(outdoor event)

Quest for the Best is a challenging event requiring both skill 
and communication as teams work together to achieve a 
common goal. Using the information and equipment 
provided teams are required to complete a series of 
activities in a bid to be the best and win the day. In a fun 
and competitive atmosphere, the challenges set are 
demanding, achievable, interesting and fun and will require 
both thought and action. 

Rotating around each activity in turn, teams must use their 
skills wisely and pull to their strengths as they rack up the 
points in their bid for success. Whilst on some exercises a 
little physical effort may be required they will not be 
physically demanding. Using a combination of physical and 
mental challenges, Quest for the Best has something for 
everyone. The event concludes with our Grand Finale as 
each team attempts to fire a catapult the furthest before 
launching their hand built rocket. Will you be the best? 

DURATION 90-150 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Large Open space/field or small 
Pockets of land
GUEST NOS. 10-216
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



School Sports 
Day
(outdoor event)

Experience the fun and laughter of a traditional School 
Sports Day by participating in a light hearted recreation of 
those carefree days of school life. 

A pair of trainers and suitable sports clothing is all that’s 
needed as we take your guests back in time for a second 
chance to be top of the class! We organise the entire day, 
taking teams safely through their paces in a series of fun 
school races and games. Skipping and Sack races are just a 
snippet of this highly entertaining event - a little effort may 
be required on some of the activities but they will not be 
too physically demanding! 

Culminating in a winners’ medals presentation ceremony 
(complete with podium!) the School Sports Day is a unique 
event designed to generate motivation and team spirit in a 
simple and often hilarious session of schooldays fun. 

DURATION 90-150 mins (according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Large Open space/field 
GUEST NOS. 10-400
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Scrapheap 
Challenge
(outdoor event)

Scrapheap Challenge is a collaborative event of problem 
solving and teamwork, that is designed to bring the group 
together by pooling resources and ideas in order to 
overcome the daunting task that is facing them!
The wider group shall be split into more manageable 
smaller groups to ensure constant involvement – and after 
a briefing and demonstration from our Event Managers, be 
confronted with a pile of equipment which at first glance 
may appear destined for the scrapyard…
However using Rube Goldberg principles, each smaller 
group is tasked with creating a chain reaction within their 
alloted zone – which must eventually link up with all other 
zones to create a giant and visually striking chain reaction 
as the grand finale.
The event will likely remove some guests from their 
comfort zone, with an amount of trial and error likely to 
challenge guests creativity and patience – which is where 
collaboration between the wider group will become crucial, 
as they swap both ideas and equipment to overcome the 
fiendish challenge ahead!

DURATION 2.5 hrs(according to  guest numbers) 
REQUIREMENTS:  Flat outdoor space
GUEST NOS. up to 200
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



Race to Success
(outdoor event)

‘Race to Success’ is designed to encourage teams to work and have 
fun together whilst planning and completing a project.
Involving elements of efficiency, time management, creativity, and 
‘driving’ skill – each team player will find an area in which to excel. 
From an initial briefing, teams will be required to build their own 
outdoor go-kart and trailer using the kit provided to them. No 
instructions are included and resources are limited, so inter team 
communication is key to successfully completing this part of the 
challenge. Of course our experienced event crew will be on hand to 
help teams along the way.
Once built, the teams will need to demonstrate their 
communication and planning skills to strip down and re-build the 
kart in the fastest possible time for maximum points. With finishing 
touches of designer number plates and aerial mounted flags 
completing the teams’ karts, its then off to the track for race time! 
Having passed the MOT testing stage, teams put their karts to the 
true test! Varied races including time trials for speed, team relay 
laps and trailer reversing skills make up the exciting racing finale to 
the day. Pooling all the scores gained from the various elements 
gives the top 3 teams for our prize giving finale – can your team 
make it to top position on the podium?

DURATION 60-120 mins
REQUIREMENTS:  Flat outdoor grassy space with 
Potholes or slopes
GUEST NOS. up to 126
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



The Hungry 
Games
(outdoor event)

Inspired by the Hunger Games phenomenon, this event 
allows your teams to step into the world of arena survival! 
Pitted against your colleagues, can your team members 
muster all their target, combat and bush survival skills to 
triumph for their district? 

In order to win, your teams (or districts) must firstly sharpen their 
Weapons Skills with Axe Throwing, Spear Making & a Combat 
Archery Tournament played with specially designed bows, 
facemasks and patented foam-tipped arrows. This is not only static 
target practice, but also pits you against moving targets that shoot 
back at you!  Teams will scramble to earn points and additional 
equipment for the 2nd half of the event… 

Which sees teams assemble the best Hungry Games team camp 
possible consisting of waterproof shelters, live fires and warm 
drinks. Teams must first of all create a structure to keep them dry 
during a torrential downpour (water included!), and also achieve a 
sustainable fire using one of three traditional methods that will 
also make a warm drink for each member of the team. 
For a longer event, you can even upgrade to include bread baking 
or raft building as part of the challenge. A unique and exhilarating 
experience, this event will definitely leave you hungry for more! 

DURATION 3 Hrs ideal
REQUIREMENTS:  Flat outdoor grassy space 
GUEST NOS. up to 1686
COST:  Priced depending on number of guests



100 Challenges
(indoor or 
outdoor event)

Our 100 Challenges is a very popular “something for everyone” 
event, mixing fun and a light level of competition. Teams are 
required to make as much ‘fun money’ as possible by completing a 
wide and diverse selection of challenges. The team cando as many 
as they like, in any order, but everything is scored on a qualitative 
basis.
The tasks loosely fall into 4 categories, namely
Performance-related; Creative; Mental agility; and
Physical. 
Some tasks require a few members or all of the team, whilst others 
require co-operation or competition with other teams. In this way, 
each guest gets to work with the maximum number of people in 
the room, facilitating the team building process. Suitable for 
indoors or outside, 100 Challenges can also be highly themed and 
adapted so that the challenges complement the objectives of your 
conference and reinforce your key messages.
As time progresses, each team tends to work faster and more 
frantically to get as much money as they can – the pace of the 
action will build as your teams complete their challenges, reaching 
fever-pitch in the closing minutes.
This creates an extraordinary atmosphere entirely driven by your 
participants.



CSI Experience
(indoor or 
outdoor event)

A major miscarriage of justice is about to transpire and only 
your group of crack investigators can clear the innocent 
party…by catching the true criminal in time. 

Working to eliminate characters from a list of suspects, teams must 
learn and use a variety of CSI skills to find and analyse crucial 
evidence. Using newly acquired knowledge of forensic science and 
Police procedures, teams will be assisted by our facilitators and 
instructors in a series of time critical tasks such as fingerprint 
harvesting, forensic photography and even shooting TV appeal 
videos.  

In a competitive yet ultimately collaborative format, groups tackle 
the challenges to earn access to laboratory results that prove the 
innocence of those in the frame and continually narrow down the 
field of suspects to find the true culprit. Your teams will need to 
adapt in order to solve problems against constantly changing time 
constraints and evolving situations just like a real-life investigation. 
Can any one team crack the case to free their colleague or will a 
cross county collaboration be required to see justice done? 
Culminating in the viewing of each teams photofit and live 
television appeals, this is a hugely engaging and unusual 
experience designed to bring your teams together by better 
communication, teamwork and ultimately fun! 



NEED MORE INFORMATION?

CONTACT FRANCES GAFFNEY

• 07867 791003

• https://globaleventsolutions.org/

https://globaleventsolutions.org/

